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This simple tool is
a re-positional
vinyl stop which
allows for easy
alignment & faster
consistent sewing.
It will work on ALL
machines! By
allowing you to
line up your fabric
in front of the foot
rather that at the
needlefoot there is
a better chance of
successful straight
seams!

Easy to use magnifier
enlarge view of blade
and stitches. Magnifier
reduces eye strain and
helps to prevent
accidental cuts. Use
seam ripper to cut and
remove stitches and to
cut buttonholes open.

A multi-functional sliding gauge for easy
marking. Use for spacing and marking
buttonholes, seam allowances, as a hem
gauge, circle compass and T-gauge.

59/B7215B 59/BD639 59/BCL9506

Template easily
“clings” to acrylic
sewing table. Always
in position and ready
to sew accurate 45
degree angles. All
without paper, pencils,
or pins. Colour coded
for easy use. Save
time and money! 1/4”
and 5/8” seam guides.
Use to make effortless
triangle squares, flying
geese, snow balls,
miters, and bindings.

59/B1-1911 59/BCL41059/B7016Z

With your sewing machine and the 6th
Finger Stilletto, you will be creating your
own ribbon embroidery designs within
minutes. The split fork is perfectly slanted to
get into the tightest of places. Comes with
instructional CD. Overall length 7.5”.

Press seam allowances open on
applique or paper piecing easily
with this sturdy plastic presser.
Has a unique “dimple” on top
for proper finger placement.
Suitable for right or left hand
use. Can also be used like a
non-chalk marker for marking
quilts.

New thicker solution provides
maximum stabilization-greater
stiffness in only one
application. Perfect Sew
penetrates fabric to stiffen it
for a multitude of sewing
projects, including machine
embroidery. Use this product
for perfect stitches and no
puckering on machine
embroidery, appliques,
patchwork, heirloom sewing,
rolled edge serging, bias
sewing, and more. It stabilizes
even the sheerest and
stretchiest of fabrics. Non-
toxic, non allergenic &
environmentally safe. It is safe
to use on most washable
fabrics. Test first on a scrap.

Q-TOOL SEWING EDGE

MAGNIFIED SEAM

RIPPER 5-IN-1 SLIDING GIAGE

6TH FINGER STILETTO BODKIN SINGLE

FINGER PRESS PERFECT SEW

59/B7946Z59/BCL495

CLEARLY PERFECT

ANGLES SEWING TOOLS

Easily make your OWN
designer fabrics! Create
transparent areas on
specialty fabrics! A unique
gel product for creating
etched designs and cut away
effects in fabric. Fiber-Etch
chemically removes plant
fibers of cotton, linen, and
rayon while leaving
synthetic, wool and silk fiber
intact. Apply or silk screen
Fiber Etch gel and allow to
dry - heat to activate - and
rinse fibers away. Fiber Etch
also removes fabric within
embroidered or painted
areas for 'cutwork' effects.
2oz. bottle, blister packaged.

FIBRE ETCH 4oz

FABRIC REMOVER

59/B7258
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Now you can use your own fabric to make
fusible bias tape. As easy to use as the regular
bias tape makers. Slip the fusible web through
the slot on the top, and the fabric through the
base, pull through and fuse with your mini-iron.
6mm makes 1/4”.

Now you can use your own fabric to make
fusible bias tape. As easy to use as the regular
bias tape makers. Slip the fusible web through
the slot on the top, and the fabric through the
base, pull through and fuse with your mini-
iron. 9mm makes 3/8” Bias Tape.

59/BCL 4011 59/BCL4012

59/BCL4910

FUSIBLE BIAS TAPE

MAKER - 6MM 1/4”

The perfect tool for hiding or removing stray
threads. Easlily slips through the top of the
fabric, leaving no marks or punctures - ideal for
quilters & embroiderers! Steel tip, ergonomic
handle with comfort grip.

59/BCL4031

Four use with the fusible bias tape markers.
Use he 1/4” size with the 1/4” size, and the
1/2”with 3/8” 5/8” sizes.

SOFT TOUCH

THREAD PIC

FUSIBLE WEB 1/4”

5MM 40ft ROLL

FUSIBLE BIAS TAPE

MAKER - 9MM 3/8”

59/BW-3150

This lightweight tool helps turn and press
points and curves without fear of tearing the
fabric!

BAMBOO POINT

TURNER

59/BW-250

120" of lifetime fiberglass, with easy-to-
read extra large numbers. Washable with
metal tips on both ends. 6 per box.

120” TAPE

MEASURE



Water soluble basting thread
helps avoid the frustration of
removing bating stitches. A
dream come true for both
machine and hand basting.
100 yds. per spool.

WASH-A-WAY THREAD

59/B4207

Invisible nylon is a single
filament of the finest,
highest quality nylon. It is
soft and sewable, forming
a smooth, strong, balanced
stitch. The thread takes on
the colour of each fabric it
is sewn into. This soft
invisible nylon can be used
either on the top of the
sewing machine, in the
bobbin or n sergers. 6 per
box.

.004 SMOKE NYLON

THREAD 6/Bx

59/BW-325

SPECIALIZED THREADS

Invisible nylon is a single
filament of the finest,
highest quality nylon. It
is soft and sewable,
forming a smooth,
strong, balanced stitch.
The thread takes on the
colour of each fabric it is
sewn into. This soft
invisible nylon can be
used either on the top
of the sewing machine,
in the bobbin or n
sergers. 6 per box.

.004 CLEAR NYLON

THREAD 6/Bx

59/BW324
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